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A big day for the club, as our first batch of players reached their 50 game milestone.  A hastily convened 
subcommittee, led by Kath Kelly, constructed a crepe banner to congratulate the boys. Would it hold up 
for the auspicious occasion? Would the canvas section arrive on time?....Yes, it did!! And with much 
extra sticky tape, and some crossed fingers, Aden, Daniel, Francis, Jack, Will McK and Ziggy gathered at 
the front of the team to run through the banner....Game on!! 
 
Umpire appreciation day was celebrated in due course....pity the official umpire got a little lost and was 
late, but Under 10s umpire Ben Coughlan did a fine job standing in. 
 
FIRST QUARTER 
 
The quarter got off to an unexpected start, with Surrey Park having all the play, and scoring an easy goal 
quickly. Wake up boys!! They Dragons seemed to rally after this, settling down and playing good team 
footy. Paddy kicked a left foot goal to equalise. All the boys seemed to have butter fingers, dropping 
marks and fumbling in the packs. Will McK kicked a goal, but when congratulated on the feat at quarter 
time,  stated it was “an accident”(?) Paddy, Jack Saba and Josh S were featuring in play in the forward 
line, as the ball stayed in our forward zone for much of the remainder of the quarter. Jack Saba kicked a 
goal with a scissor kick over his shoulder!!! A point to Francis soon followed just before the siren. 
 
BRUNSWICK  3 2 20  SURREY PARK  1 0 6 
 
SECOND QUARTER 
 
The opposition was setting up with an extra player in defence. Francis still managed to kick a goal off the 
back of the pack, with the ball dribbling through. Points quickly followed to Jack L, Josh S, Jack L and a 
rush. The team seemed to be playing with more structure, and some strong overhead marks by William 
M helped keep the ball out of the opposition forward line. Josh S scored another point, and another was 
rushed. Tahj kicked a goal from the forward pocket. 
 
BRUNSWICK 5 10 40  SURREY PARK  1 0 6 



 
THIRD QUARTER 
 
The opposition came out strongly, with much of the play early in the quarter. A direct shot at goal was 
unlucky to hit the post.  James was strong in defence, but No 17 was getting a lot of the ball. Another 
point, before a goal from a set shot gave Surrey Park their highest score of the season. The Dragons 
buckled down again, and took the ball into their forward line, where it remained for most of the 
remainder of the quarter. William M led strongly passing the ball to a running Francis, and another goal.  
Gus took the ball on the outer wing, and had 7 bounces!!!! Another goal to Francis from a Daniel P kick 
kept the scoreboard ticking over. The midfield players were working well together – Finn, Daniel, Raf, 
Tahj, Josh and Declan. Daniel M ran and bounced 3 times into an open goal...a point!  Jasper was 
ferocious on the wing. 
 
BRUNSWICK 7 11 53  SURREY PARK  2 3 15 
 
FOURTH QUARTER 
 
Trevor reminded the players to know where their man was, and defend any loose players, and talk to 
each other. Back in the forward line, a point to Daniel M, a goal to Francis quickly and Brunswick again 
had all the play. Will McK had a run with 2 bounces along the wing, shrugging a tackle and getting the 
ball to Gus and Francis, with a point resulting. Francis quickly kicked another goal out of the pack, is that 
number 5? Angus kicked a great kick in, and another point finished the game. 
 
BRUNSWICK 9 14 68  SURREY PARK  2 3 15 
 
 
GOALS:  
 
Francis 5 
Paddy 1 
Will McK 1 
Jack Saba 1 
Tahj 1. 
 

Compiled by 
Lennox 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Tackles 5 8 15 14 

Bounces 3 7 13 6 

First to ball 9 13 10 11 

Shepherds 1 3 5 6 

Jack Ludeman 
calls 

1 2 2 0 

 
 
 
 


